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Abstract
Nowadays, large geostationary orbit (GEO) satellites can offer capacities up to 260 Gbps. In the mid-term, in
order to cope with the forecasted traffic demand, multibeam high throughput satellite systems are already being
deployed. Optical GEO feeder link technology may provide transmission data rates up to the order of several
Terabits per second by making use of wavelength division multiplexing schemes. This work identifies physical layer
techniques that enable the transmission of DVB-S2X RF modulated signals over optical carriers. The techniques re-
ported here are the analog transparent (AT), digital transparent (DT), and the digital regenerative schemes, which
require different satellite payload architectures. The effects of atmospheric turbulence over the traveling wave are
addressed and discussed, along with a methodology to calculate the link budget in the feeder uplink channel. Link
budget calculations for two different selected ground station locations are presented, for the both the AT and DT
options. It is shown that for high altitude locations the transmission using the AT and DT options works well. For
mid-altitude locations, typical 36 MHz signal are feasible, while for higher bandwidths the DT option could work
when an error correction code is used.
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1 Introduction
The current telecommunications marketplace is experiencing an ever increasing demand for high-speed services, and
the traffic demand for satellite broadband is expected to grow six-fold by 2020 [1]. Nowadays, large geostationary orbit
(GEO) satellites can offer capacities up to 260 Gbps [2, 3, 4]. The digital agenda of the European Commission aims to
provide to all European households Internet rates above 30 Mbps, with at least 50 % of the users accessing 100 Mbps
or more [5]. To meet this goal satcom providers need to aim for Terabit/s capacity satellites. In the mid-term, in order
to cope with the forecasted traffic, multibeam high throughput satellite (HTS) systems are already being deployed.
The available radiofrequency (RF) bands to support the feeder link are in shortage to support such capacity, and
a relative high number of RF gateways (GW) stations are needed to serve future HTS, e.g. in the order of 50 [1],
significantly influencing the deployment cost of the overall system.
Under this scenario, optical GEO feeder link (OGEOFL) technology may provide transmission data rates up to the
order of several Terabits per second by making use of wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) schemes, to support
HTS systems in the midterm future. The high available bandwidth for an optical carrier reduces the number of required
optical ground stations (OGS) to a single OGS station [6], in order to cope with the overall throughput required by the
HTS. Although, OGS’s are prone to cloud blockage and location diversity is needed to achieve carrier-class availability,
the deployment of an OGS network only consists of about ten OGS’s [7, 8, 9].
The aim of this paper is to identify physical layer techniques that enable the transmitting RF modulated signals—
based on the DVB-S2X standard [10, 11, 12]—encapsulated over optical wavelengths along with the necessary optical
technology relevant to GEO feeder links. These techniques are commonly known as Radio over Free-Space Optics
(RoFSO) communications. Although successful Terabit/s data rate transmission from ground to a GEO satellite
has not been reported yet, recently there has been many efforts paving the way for that goal. During the project
THRUST, the German Aerospace Center (DLR) demonstrated the feasibility of the dense wavelength division multi-
plexing (DWDM) technology over a worst-case atmospheric channel, and have have set world-records with a 1,72 Tbps
transmission in 2016, [13] and 13,16 Tbps in 2017 using commercial fibre-based communication systems [14].
The remainder of this document is organized as follows. In Section 2, the different aspects in modeling the OGEOFL
uplink channel are presented. Next, in Section 3, the different techniques to implement an OGEOFL identified are
explained, where basics on how RF signals can be transported with optical carriers are addressed. Section 4 is devoted
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Figure 1: (Color online) Atmospheric transmittance for different wavelengths in the zenith direction, for three different
altitudes.
to address the different aspects that play role in the calculation of a link budget for OGEOFL. Although this work
is mainly focused on the uplink channel, i.e. the forward link of HTS systems, the specifics on how to calculate the
link budget in the downlink are also presented. Additionally, Section 4 presents the link budget, using the analog
transparent (AT) and digital transport (DT) options, for two different European locations. Finally, Section 5 elaborates
on the conclusions drawn in this work.
2 Atmospheric optical channel model
This section elaborates on the relevant parameters involved in the optical channel definition under the turbulent
atmosphere. All the different factors described below ultimately define the overall performance of a GEO feeder link
that makes use of optical carriers for data transmission between an Earth based gateway and a GEO satellite.
2.1 Wavelength Selection
A laser beam traveling through the turbulent atmosphere is affected by extinction due to aerosols and molecules












where P (0) is the transmitted laser power at the source, and P (L) is the laser power at a distance L.
The total extinction coefficient αa(z, λ), which represents the extinction level along the propagation path, comprises
four different phenomena, namely, molecular and aerosol scattering, and molecular and aerosol absorption. The molec-
ular and aerosol behavior for the scattering and absorption process is wavelength dependent, thus some atmospheric
windows appear where the transmission of certain optical wavelengths is more favored.
The spectral transmittance of the atmosphere presented in Figure 1, clearly exhibiting the existence of various
atmospheric windows in the visible and near infrared region. Free-space optical (FSO) communications use the 850,
1300 and 1550 nm windows, and there are standard components available, as sources and detectors, which have been
developed for fiber systems that can be readily used in FSO scenarios. Regarding the space qualification and usability,
the 850 nm components possess the advantage in this regard as many demonstrations have been performed already,
such as the inter-satellite SILEX experiment [16], the LOLA laser link [17], and also ground to GEO experiment [18].
Also, communication systems for inter-satellite links using the 1064 nm wavelength has been demonstrated in space,
using the BPSK coherent laser communication terminal (LCT) built by the German company TESAT [19, 20].
The 1550 nm window is the most promising for its application in optical GEO feeder links, as a vast amount of
components allow for the implementation of DWDM schemes, which will enable to reach the Tbit/s threshold in future
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generations of HTS for communication. Additionally, atmospheric turbulence degradation is wavelength dependent
and the larger the wavelengths the smaller the distorting effects. Nevertheless, space qualification for components in
the 1550 nm transmission window is the less mature, although it is expected that most of the components necessary for
implementing DWM systems are space qualified in the next 10 years. In general, WDM is an optical technology that
allow for transmission of multiple wavelengths through the same channel, be it fiber or free-space, thus increasing the
aggregate bandwidth available at the expense of additional power consumption [21]. On the one hand, coarse WDM
systems are those that can transport up to 18 wavelengths, with channel separation of 20 nm, allowing for relaxed
laser wavelength stability tolerances and wide pass-band filter. On the other hand, DWDM systems are characterized
by the narrow channel spacing, where possible bandwidths are 12.5, 25, 50 and 100 GHz—which correspond to 0.1,
0.2, 0.4 and 0.8 nm, respectively—according to the ITU recommendation G.694.1 [22]. All available channels are
enclosed between 1530 and 1565 nm, which comprise the optical C band, and wavelengths between 1565 and 1625 nm,
which correspond to the optical L band. The small channel separation in DWDM systems requires maximum laser
wavelength stability to avoid cross-talk; and special attention to the total optical power to be coupled in a fiber—due
to the large number of channel—in terms of damage and nonlinear effects.
It is noteworthy to mention that up to date there has been a series of demonstrations of ground-space optical
links [23, 24, 25, 26], based on 1550 nm systems, using the Lunar Lasercom Space Terminal (LLST) onboard the
NASA’s Lunar Atmospheric Dust and Environment Explorer (LADEE) with maximum up- and downlink rates of 20
and 622 Mbps, respectively [27]. The Optical Payload for Lasercomm Science (OPALS) system—also developed by
NASA—is a low-cost terminal using OOK and Reed-Solomon forward FEC recently demonstrated an optical downlink
of a pre-encoded video file at 50 Mbps on a 1550 nm optical carrier [28].
2.2 Atmospheric Turbulence
The atmospheric turbulence can be characterized by the strength of the refractive index fluctuations represented by
the refractive index structure parameter C2n in units of m−2/3 . When a vertical path is considered, as in a feeder link
scenario, the behavior of C2n is mainly affected by temperature changes along the different layers within the Earth’s
atmosphere. Therefore, the refractive index structure parameter becomes a function of the height h above the ground
level. The most widespread C2n profile model is the Hufnagel-Valley (HV), best suited for inland daytime and nighttime
conditions. A modified version of the HV model including the ground layer atmospheric effects on an OGS not located
at sea level, and it is expressed by [29]
C2n(h) = Ae




h10e−h/1000 + 2.7× 10−16e−h/1500, (2)
where A = 1.7×10−14 m−2/3 is the typical value refractive index structure parameter at ground level as recommended
by the ITU [30], v = 21 m s−1 is the root-mean-squared (RMS) wind speed, which are the standard values for the HV
C2n model for daytime conditions, and HOGS is the optical ground station altitude above the mean sea level.
2.3 Isoplanatic Angle and Point-Ahead Angle
The geometric situation in an optical link to a geostationary satellite, presented in Figure 2, is defined mainly by three
angles, namely the uplink beam divergence θB, the point-ahead angle θPAA—typically 18 µrad for a geostationary
satellite—due to the relative velocity of the satellite versus the optical ground station, and the isoplanatic angle (IPA)
θ0 of the atmospheric index-of-refraction turbulence (IRT) structure, which is defined by Eq. (30) in [31, Ch. 12].
The uplink beam divergence should be made as small as possible to produce the highest signal intensity at the
satellite. However, the IRT-induced beam spread sets a lower limit to this angle. When pointing the laser beam
towards the satellite, the atmospheric beam-wander should be compensated by tracking the angle-of-arrival (AoA,
caused by IRT) of a reference signal from the satellite, and pointing the outgoing beam accordingly. However, here
the IPA sets a limit, as incoming and outgoing beams travels through different atmospheric volumes when θ0 < θPAA.
While the magnitude of the IPA depends on the local IRT-profile structure and the wavelength, this condition is
usually the case for low link elevations, as here the IPA becomes very small. This leads to a situation in which the
observed AoA can no longer serve as reference for pointing the uplink beam in the correct direction to compensate
atmospheric beam-wander deviations—i.e. beam tracking for the uplink is not possible. Under such conditions,
increasing the uplink beam divergence, and consequently reduced received power due to the larger spot size, will
decrease the influence of beam wandering relative to the size of the beam at the satellite receiver plane. This scenario
imposes a challenging link budget in any low-elevation satellite-uplink, i.e. elevation angles below 30-40◦ depending on
channel parameters, requiring very high transmit powers from ground. The effect of misspointing and some turbulence
mitigation techniques has been analyzed and verified in a OGS-GEO measurement campaign [18].
2.4 IRT-related Parameters
The Fried’s parameter r0 measures the integrated turbulence strength along the optical path through the atmosphere,
where smaller r0 values correspond to stronger atmospheric index-of-refraction turbulence conditions. The Fried
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Figure 2: Scenario for an optical GEO feeder link. The satellite moves approximately 700 m during the time of flight
of down- and uplink, resulting in a PAA of 18 µrad.













measures the average displacement of the beam at the receiver from the
boresight, while the angular beam wander gives the same information but referred as an angular tilt at the transmitter
side. It is well known that this phenomenon is caused by the large-scale inhomogeneities due to their refractive effects.
A Gaussian beam wave after propagating through the turbulent atmosphere is corrupted in such a way that the
instantaneous field, at the receiver plane, greatly differs from a Gaussian shape, with the added characteristic that













where W0 is the beam radius at the transmitter plane. Sometimes it is useful to defined the angular beam wander
θBW =
√
〈r2c 〉/L, referred to the transmitter plane, to allow for easy comparison with all other angular parameters
defining the optical channel.
Another effect to take into account in the propagation of an optical wavefront in the turbulent atmosphere is an
extra spreading of the beam, i.e. the broadening of the beam size beyond of that expected due to pure diffraction,
for the case of a laser beam. The long-term spot size for uplink channel, in a ground-to-GEO scenario, will suffer an









where DT is the transmitter aperture diameter at the optical ground station.
In general, the IRT can be regarded as a low-pass process characterized by a cut-off frequency known as the


















where V (z) is the wind velocity profile along the propagation path z = sec(ζ)(h −HGS), ωs = 7.3 × 10−5 rad s−1 is
the GEO satellite slew rate, and Vg = 8 m s−1 is the wind speed at ground level.
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Figure 3: (Color online) Received sample fields after propagation in (left) ground-to-GEO and (right) GEO-to-ground
directions. In the uplink case the speckle structure size is about 200 m, and the typical receiver size at GEO satellite
is much smaller. In the downlink the speckles can be averaged by the relatively larger size of the ground receiver
aperture diameter. Here a 50 cm aperture is shown.
2.5 Scintillation Index
A laser beam propagating through the atmosphere will be altered by refractive-index inhomogeneities. At the receiver
plane, a random pattern is produced both in time and space [34]. The irradiance fluctuations over the receiver plane
resemble the speckle phenomenon observed when a laser beam impinges over a rugged surface. The parameter that
expresses these irradiance fluctuations is the scintillation index (SI), which is essentially the variance of the irradiance
of the optical wave observed after propagating a distance L normalize by its mean value.
Studies on optical wave propagation traditionally are classified in two major categories, either the weak or strong
fluctuations theory. It is customary to discriminate both cases for a given propagation problem by determining the
value of the Rytov variance σ2R. The weak fluctuations regime occurs when σ
2
R < 1, the strong fluctuations regime is
associated with σ2R > 1, whereas if σ
2
R →∞ results in the saturation regime. The Rytov variance for a slant path can
be calculated with Eq. (38) in [31, Ch. 12].
Figure 3 presents an example of simulated fields—obtained using the DLR’s in-house Matlab toolbox PILab—in
the uplink and downlink, where it is readily seen the different aspects influencing the propagation of optical waves in
ground-GEO scenarios. On the one hand, for the uplink channel the beam size at the GEO satellite is in the order of a
few hundred meters to a few kilometers, which is much larger than the probable size of the receiving aperture diameter
on the satellite–in the order tens of centimeters. This situation clearly puts the uplink scenario in the theoretical limit
of the point receiver case, as the beam spatial coherence length is much larger than the receiver size. The expression
for the uplink SI, considering a point receiver, is given by [31]
σ2I = exp
 0.49σ2IBu(









where Θ is a parameter describing the beam phase front radius at the receiver plane and σ2IBu is the uplink Rytov
variance for Gaussian beams, which depends directly on the selected C2n profile model and their corresponding expres-
sions can be found in [31, Ch. 12]. Note that the expression given in (7) assumes that the beam is being tracked—i.e.
no beam wander effects are included.
On the other hand, in the downlink case the receiving telescope can be built to have an aperture size of several tens
of centimeters, or even in the 1 m range, which is larger than the speckle sizes produced by the atmospheric turbulence
in the downlink, and thus the intensity fluctuations can be averaged by the receiving aperture (See Figure 3). The
scintillation index in the downlink, including the receiver aperture averaging effects, can be calculated through Eq. (39)
in [31, Ch. 12].
For most of the OGEOFL scenarios of practical interest—i.e. links of about 30◦ elevation angle or larger—the
irradiance data at the receiver, either in the downlink or uplink channel, can be modeled by means of the Lognormal


































Figure 4: Schematic for a typical implementation of a OGEOFL DWDM transmitter (top) and receiver (bottom).
Wavefront correction is only needed at the OGS to increased turbulence-degraded fiber coupling efficiency.
3 OGEOFL Transmission schemes options
Optical GEO feeder links technology, once implemented, would able to transmit very high data rates up to the order
of several Terabits per second by making use of wavelength division multiplexing schemes, to support high throughput
satellite systems in the midterm future [6]. To achieve Terabit/s capacity in future OGEOFL, a number of optical
channels—in the order of a few hundreds—operating at multi-Gigabit/s rates are multiplexed to be launched through
a single telescope, and this approach requires the implementation of DWDM technology. Nevertheless, this kind of
foreseen ultra-high capacity depends on the availability of DWDM space-qualified optoelectronics as addressed in
Section 2.1.
In the upper part of Figure 4 the schematic of a DWDM transmitter is presented, while in the lower part the receiver
is shown. At the transmitter, different data stream signals are used to modulate a laser source tuned to an optical
DWDM channel, where the data stream can correspond to a single signal or a multiplex. Next, all optical carriers are
multiplexed into a single fiber in order to inject them into a high power optical amplifier. The optical multiplexing
most likely will be executed in cascaded stages, to better handle the high powers resulting from multiplexing hundreds
of wavelengths. First, a few wavelengths will be optically amplified by a single high power Erbium doped fiber amplifier
(EDFA), operating as a high-power optical amplifier (HPOA). Finally, all the outputs, to be launched through the
transmitting telescope, should be combined using multiplexers based on refractive optics—in order to cope to the high
aggregate power.
In the lower part of Figure 4, the schematic of a DWDM receiver is presented. After collection of the incoming
optical data-carrying signal by a receiving telescope, the light is coupled into a single mode fiber (SMF) to then pass
through an EDFA operating as a low noise optical amplifier (LNOA). Next, the signal in optically demultiplexed—in
one various stages—to obtain the individual carrier wavelengths. Finally, the optical signals are converted to the
electrical domain, through the receiver front-end (RFE), composed by a photodetector (e.g. a PIN or APD), and an
electrical pre-amplifier and filter. Thus, recovering the initially transmitted data stream.
In order to reach the Terabit/s capacity HTS systems with RF technology a rather high number of gateway stations
are needed, while a single optical GW can cope with such capacity. Nonetheless, optical ground stations are prone
to cloud blockage and to achieve carrier-class availability location diversity is needed for the deployment of an OGS
network. Figure 5 presents a comparative example between optical and RF approaches, where the assumptions for
the RF feeder link are: 200 beams with full frequency reuse of 1, modulation order 16, 2/3 code rate, 10 % roll-off
factor and 2 polarizations. Distances between the different optical GWs must be large enough to guarantee a complete
weather decorrelation between the sites of the network, such that if one OGS is covered by clouds another one most
likely will have clear sky conditions [7]. In order to reach a 99.9 % availability in terms of cloud coverage, about 10
optical GWs are required in an OGS network that includes continental Europe, North of Africa and the Canary Islands
[8]. In order to achieve the best possible link stability, the satellite telescope needs to be equipped with a pointing
assembly. Thus, procuring a seamless handover between two GW stations, the satellite requires a pair of aerial optical
terminals to implement macro diversity against cloud coverage.
In the following, it is assumed that the information to be transmitted by the OGEOFL is a DVB-S2X signal [11],
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Figure 5: (Color online) Number of GWs vs. feeder link capacity comparison between optical and RF alternatives for
the uplink transmission carrier [36]. RF feeder link assumes all spectrum usage in Ka band (blue line), Ka+Q/V band
(red line) and Q/V+W band (yellow line). OGEOFL (green line) can provide Terabit capacity with only one OGS.
To achieve an availability of 99.9 % about 10 optical GWs are needed.
which is an extension of the DVB-S2 standard [10], which allows for TV broadcasting, Internet access and professional
services, such as digital news gathering [35].
Optical transmission from the OGS to the satellite can be performed by two approaches: transparent—i.e. only
amplify and forward onboard—or regenerative where (de)modulation and/or (de)coding are performed onboard. The
typical communication satellite operates on a Bent Pipe principle where only amplification and conversion between
uplink and downlink frequency are applied, which is the preferred architecture by satellite telecom operators for its
transparency to modulation and coding and relative low complexity. In an optical GEO feeder link scenario, when
implementing either transparent or regenerative option, the satellite design needs to include an optical payload for
the reception and processing of the laser data-carrying signal, which would replace the RF feeder link receiver in
comparison with pure RF feeder link system. A transparent OGEOFL can actually be implemented in analog mode,
where the DVB-S2X signal directly modulates a laser source in the GW, or in digital mode, where RF signal is sampled
and transmitted as bits optically to the satellite.
3.1 Analog Transparent Option
In the analog transparent transmission scheme the basic architecture is the same as the one presented by numerous
reports on the transmission of wireless RF services over FSO [37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42]. This architecture employs an
intensity-modulation direct-detection (IM/DD) scheme, which directly modulates the optical carrier with the output
RF signal from the DVB-S2X chain at the GW. Thus, the data-carrying laser beam is transmitted through the
turbulent atmosphere—and disturbed by IRT—to the GEO satellite where the signal is then collected by a telescope,
optically pre-amplified by means of a low noise optical amplifier (LNOA), and finally converted by a square law
optoelectrical detector to recover the original DVB-S2X RF signal. In this scheme, the intermediate frequency (IF)
for the uplink RF signal shall conveniently be selected in order to minimize the impact on the satellite’s RF payload.
The requirements imposed by the link budget in the optical GEO uplink channel force the use of high optical power
amplifiers at the GW transmitter, thus making the analog signal prone to degradation due optical nonlinearities in the
amplifier. This might have some impact on the RF signal quality, and ultimately on the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) at
the satellite uplink receiver. It is expected that optical powers needed for the uplink are in the order of tens of watts
per wavelength [6, 43]. Current DWDM high power optical amplifier technology can provide off-the-shelf maximum
saturated output power up to 10 W [44], while single wavelength amplifiers can go up to about 40 W [45]. Depending
on the specific link conditions, it might be possible that one amplifier is used for a single channel, and thus the initial
multiplexing stage of the transmitter scheme shown in Figure 4 is not necessary. In the downlink, a few watts per
wavelength should be enough to provide a good signal-to-noise ratio at the OGS receiver.
3.2 Digital Transparent Option
Another possibility to implement an OGEOFL keeping the transparency requirement is by transmitting a digitized
version of the DVB-S2X RF signal generated at the GW [46, 7]. With this approach the DVB signal is converted from
analog to digital domain, by means of a decomposition of the baseband signal in its real (in-phase) and imaginary
(quadrature) components [6]. As an example, consider a signal, arriving at the GW at L RF-band, composed of 3
carriers and 1.45 GHz of aggregate bandwidth, that are downconverted to baseband and de-multiplexed. Next, each
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carrier is sampled at 6-bit resolution per dimension of the complex signal, resulting in a 37 dB signal-to-distortion
ratio (SDR) and a 12x bandwidth expansion factor [6].
Current technology for high-speed analog-to-digital (ADC) and digital-to-analog (DAC) converters can offer con-
versions in the Gigasample/s domain [47], which is considered sufficient—even taking into account the oversampling
factor needed to accurately quantize the analog signal [6]. Nevertheless, high-speed ADCs and DACs need first to
be qualified for space operation, before the digital transparent OGEOFL scheme becomes a viable option. When the
digitized version of the DVB baseband signal is received, the GEO satellite demodulates the optical signal and uses
the samples to reconstruct the original RF signal, so it can be transparently processed by the satellite RF payload
and be sent through the downlink chain to the end user.
The digital option offers a more robust implementation against fading events in the atmospheric turbulent channel as
compared to the analog option, since the transmission allows for the application of digital signal processing algorithms,
at the expense of increased satellite complexity, an onboard processor is needed to reconstruct the RF signal. Additional
robustness against burst errors can be achieved by protecting the digital samples using forward error correction (FEC)
coding, specifically designed to compensate IRT adverse effects, for protection against deep and long fades events—in
the order of milliseconds—in the atmospheric optical channel [6]. The implementation of IRT-FEC results in processing
requirements of about 20 Gbps that have been demonstrated elsewhere [48]. Nevertheless, hardware expansion and
parallelization of the processing is mandatory to cope with the overall capacity of a Terabit/s throughput GEO satellite
[6]. On the other hand, considering the long fades inherent to the optical turbulent channel, onboard memory in the
order a few GByte is required for the interleaver size.
The transmission of the digitized version of the DVB signal can be made either with IM/DD or coherently, as the
uplink optical source is transmitting bits. IM/DD supports transmitter diversity allowing for an increased transmitted
power and reduced IRT-fading due to scintillation at the receiver plane on the satellite. In coherent modulation, all the
necessary power in the uplink must be transmitted through a single telescope, as weakly correlated multiple sources in
a transmitter diversity scheme would randomly interfere with each other destroying the phase-conveyed information.
It is noteworthy that this type diversity is implemented only for IM/DD modulation schemes to counter attack the
adverse effects of atmospheric turbulence, and the spatial separation needed between optical sources should be at least
in the order of the Fried parameter (3).
3.3 Digital Regenerative Option
The most robust option, in terms of IRT-induced fading, in optical GEO satellite architectures is when onboard
digital regeneration capabilities are implemented, that is when all data transmitted through the atmospheric optical
uplink channel is in digital form allowing for the use of protection and correction schemes. In this digital regenerative
(DR) transmission scheme, the original baseband bit stream is directly transmitted through the optical carrier. As
transmission of data in the optical feeder uplink is done in baseband some operations traditionally performed in the
GW are now executed onboard the satellite, and thus the effect of fading in the feeder uplink has the least impact in
the user terminal. Nevertheless, this improved performance against fading comes with the price of notably increased
satellite design complexity and transparency is no longer possible. In reality, the regenerative payload for a Terabit/s
class satellite is extremely challenging to be realized in practice due to power, mass and accommodation constraints.
Additionally, the satellite flexibility to adapt to new changes in the DVB format, which might appear in future revisions
of the standard, is lost once the satellite has been launched. Digital regenerative schemes can be performed with two
different options, namely soft and fully regenerative.
In the DR soft option, the baseband (BB) data bit frames with the DVB-S2X FEC coding, which can be additionally
protected against fading by an IRT-FEC, are transmitted over the optical carrier through the atmospheric turbulent
channel and received by the optical payload onboard the satellite. Once data is recovered in the electrical domain,
the IRT-FEC is decoded to correct for errors introduced by the atmospheric fading channel, the BB frames can be
processed onboard by the remainder of the DVB chain with the corresponding amplitude and phase modulation, as
well as the baseband filter—i.e. pulse shaping. The FEC-protection of the optical links requires interleaver depths
in the orders of 100 ms, causing according delay issues. Onboard robust processing capability is required for this
FEC-decoding translating into an impact on payload complexity, mass and power consumption.
The fully DT regenerative option is similar in concept to the soft regenerative option, as the BB frames are also
transmitted over the optical carrier, but the DVB-S2X FEC coding and modulation blocks are included in the satellite
RF chain to achieve most robust system against bit error-rate. Similarly, an additional IRT-FEC code can be applied
to the BB frames, to be transmitted from the GW to the satellite through the optical uplink channel, in order to
protect the data against the IRT-induced fading. Evidently, the inclusion of specific blocks of the DVB data processing
chain at the satellite considerably increases the architecture complexity, and the possibility of transparency—even the
quasi Bent Pipe architecture, as in the digital transparent option—is completely lost.
3.4 Discussion on transmission schemes complexity
Figure 6 shows a diagram with the trade-off between the different alternatives, presented in above, to implement an
optical GEO feeder link for HTS in terms of satellite complexity and their robustness against fading events. In the



















Figure 6: (Color online) Satellite complexity vs. Fading robustness of different Optical GEO feeder link schemes.
AT: Analog Transparent, DT: Digital Transparent, DR: Digital Regenerative, S: Soft, F: Full, FEC: Forward Error
Correction.
maximum flexibility in the satellite architecture and least complexity. Nevertheless, these are the options that offer
the least robustness against atmospheric index of refraction turbulence fading protection, which is one of the major
impediments for the deployment of OGEOFL technology. Conversely, in the upper right zone of the chart alternatives
with improved error correction capabilities are grouped, which come at the expense of increasing satellite complexity
and loss of flexibility.
As it is readily seen in Figure 6, the middle of the chart holds the digital transparent plus FEC option. This
represents a fair compromise between transparency/complexity of the GEO satellite and the robustness against IRT-
fading imposed by the optical uplink channel. On the one hand, all the convenience of transmitting data in digital
format are gained—versus the analog transparent option—and transparency is still maintained at the satellite, while
the architecture complexity is moderately increased by the necessity of introducing high-speed digital-analog converters
and onboard processing to decode the IRT-FEC protected digital samples of the original DVB-S2X signal that has been
generated at the GW. Nevertheless, the analog transparent option seems to be more attractive for satellite telecom
operators in the short-term due to the minimal impact on the satellite payload design, and it might very well be the
option chosen for the first HTS systems making use of optical GEO feeder link technology. The major drawback for
the AT option is the poor protection against turbulence-induced long fade events, which translates into outages of the
service. Therefore, extensive work should be done in this field—studying in detail the adverse effects of atmospheric
turbulence over non IRT-FEC-protected data—to assess if carrier-class availabilities are possible.
The following section only deals with the analog and digital transparent options presented in Section 3.1 and
Section 3.2, respectively.
4 Link Budget
When calculating a link budget for a GEO feeder link scenario, which employs optical technology to transmit data,
many aspects need to be taken into account. All the different elements playing a role in the link budget calculation
are depicted in Figure 7, where all major loss sources for the optical channel are included, along with the different
elements from the OGS and GEO satellite payload involved in the estimations. Figure 7 is focused on the feeder
uplink channel for the analog transparent option discussed above, and the dashed lines and blocks refer to additional
elements corresponding to the digital transparent option for optical GEO feeder links.
The calculation of the available signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) becomes essential when assessing if the link is feasible,














where iS = RIPT is the generated signal photocurrent, for a received optical power PT; σ2S is the shot noise associated
to the received signal, σ2B is the noise coming from the background optical power, RI is the photodetector current
sensitivity, BS is the bandwidth of transmitted signal—i.e. it is assumed that an electrical filter matching the signal
bandwidth is present at the output of the RFE—and NEP is the noise equivalent power that characterizes the noise
figure of the photodetector.
The process that detects the photons impinging on the optical detector’s surface is described by the occurrence of










*Dashed lines and blocks 
only apply for the digital 
transparent opon.
Figure 7: (Color online) Schematic representation of optical GEO feeder link budget. Losses are indicated in yellow,
gains in green, inputs in gray and outputs in blue.
what gives rise to the shot and background noises, which are given by
σ2S = 2eRIPSMFBS, σ
2
B = 2eRIPBMFBS, (9)
respectively; where e is the electron charge, M is the photodetector intrinsic gain, PS is the average received optical
power, PB is the background optical power, and F the excess noise factor. For a PIN photodiode intrinsic the gain
and the excess noise factor are unity.
As the optical receiver is composed by an EDFA pre-amplifier, in the SNR calculation additional noise sources need
to be considered. At the output of the EDFA, the input signal is amplified by a gain factor G and the EDFA output
noise called amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) is added. The ASE noise is modeled as a white noise with power
spectrum density of NASE = (G − 1)hvnsp, where nsp is the population inversion factor related to the EDFA noise
figure NF by nsp = NF/2 [49]. Moreover, h is the Planck constant and v is the center frequency at 1550 nm. After
filtering by the optical filter Bo, the ASE noise is modeled as a white noise limited to the [−Bo/2,+Bo/2] frequency
spectrum. The optical filter bandwidth is generally larger than the electrical filter bandwidth due to the difficulty to
achieve very narrow filters in the optical domain. Thus, noise produced by the interaction between the signal and the
ASE noise σ2S−ASE, and the interaction between the ASE and itself σ
2










Finally, in order to calculate σ2B the total background optical power must be estimated. The total background
radiation can be characterized by the spectral radiance of the sky that depends on the elevation angle, and changes
for day and night operation. In nighttime, the sky emissivity for a nearly horizontal path through the atmosphere
is essentially that of a black body radiating at the temperature of the lower atmosphere. The behavior for daytime
conditions will be very similar to that of nighttime, with the corresponding change due to higher temperatures, and
the addition of scattered sun radiation below 3 µrad [50]. Once the spectral radiance of the sky NB is known, the










where Bo is the optical bandwidth of the receiving telescope, which will be dependent of the DWDM grid chosen
for the OGEOFL, and FOV is the detector’s field of view that is determined by the telescope focal length and the
diameter of the SMF core.
In the next two sections, it is shown how to calculated the received optical power in optical GEO feeder link
scenario, both in the uplink and downlink directions.
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4.1 Feeder uplink received power
The expression for the received average optical power PR, in the uplink direction, detected at distance L is given by
PR = PTGTηTτATMLFSLSRLBWLSIGRηRηF, (12)












are the OGS transmitter and GEO satellite receiver gains, respectively; ηT and ηR are the transmitter and receiver
efficiencies, respectively; τATM is the atmospheric attenuation, as given in (1); LFS = (λ/4πL)2 is the free-space loss.






corresponds to the beam wander loss [51], defined in terms of the angular beam wander θBW defined in Section 2.4.












where σ2I is the SI value for the uplink given in (7), and pthr defines the target outage probability of the link. Note
that (15) assumes that the statistics of the irradiance data at the receiver are governed by the Lognormal distribution.


























where a = πDRWm/(2λF ), Wm is the field radius of the fundamental mode that propagates through the SMF
(usually about 5 µm), F is the focal length of the receiving telescope, and ρ0 = 0.48r0 is the atmospheric coherence
radius—which is directly related to the Fried parameter give in (3).
In the uplink direction, as shown in Figure 3, the turbulent structures defined by ρ0 are much larger than the
probable size of the GEO satellite receiving aperture—i.e. ρ0  DR. Consequently, the maximum fiber coupling
efficiency ηF = 0.815 can be obtained when a = 1.12, which can be achieved through careful design of the receiving
telescope by manipulating the DR/F ratio.
4.2 Feeder downlink received power
The expression for the received average optical power PR, now in the downlink direction, is given by
PR = PTGTηTτATMLFSLSIGRηRηF, (17)
where PT is now the average power transmitted by the GEO satellite laser source, through an aperture diameter DT;
GT and GR are the GEO satellite transmitter and OGS receiver gains, respectively. With respect to (12), LSR and
LBW losses are not included in the downlink case, as these are exclusive of the uplink scenario. Finally, the fiber
coupling efficiency is estimated by using (3) in (16).
4.3 BER calculation for DT option
When transmitting the digitally sampled version of the DVB signal, there is a considerable expansion in the required
bandwidth due to the quantization factor. The actual signal rate to be transmitted in the DT option is given by
RSDT = 2RSNb, where RS is the original DVB signal rate in symbols/s, Nb is the sampling resolution in bits/symbol
and the factor 2 accounts for I and Q components. In the DT option the sampled bits of the DVB RF-baseband signal,
for the I and Q components, are multiplexed into a single bit stream. When more than one RF-subcarrier is to be
transmitted, its digital samples are also multiplexed in the same bit stream.
The quantization of the RF-subcarrier waveform introduces a distortion that will affect the SNR. The signal-to-
distortion ratio (SDR) in decibels, due to quantization noise, is given by
SDR = 6.02Nb + 1.76 [dB]. (18)
This implies that the recovered signal SNR—after the digital-to-analog conversion process in the receiver—is always
upper bounded by the SDR, which for example is about 37 dB when a 6 bit resolution DAC is used.
Additionally, the bit error-rate (BER) can be estimated for the selected modulation format. In the presence of
optical turbulence, the probability of error is a conditional probability owing to the random nature of the received
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optical power. Thus, the SNR becomes a random variable and consequently the BER (or symbol error-rate) has to be






I )Pb(I)dI, I > 0, (19)
where Pb(I) is the bit-error probability of a given modulation, fI(I;σ2I ) is the lognormal PDF that models the IRT
process, and σ2I is the scintillation index that measures the turbulence strength.
When transmitting the digitized version of the original DVB-S2X RF signal a target BER is set, which if met
guarantees the recovering of the signal with a SNR only limited by the SDR due to the quantization process. In
the following, the target BER ≤ 10−9 is set to assess if the OGEOFL closes the link budget for the DT option,
corresponding to the frame-error rate (FER) target of DVB-S2X.
Additional protection of the transmitted signal against IRT-induced fades can be achieved with the use of a
FEC, as discussed in Section 3.2. A possibility for such a code could be the well-known Reed-Solomon (RS) error
correction code, although other type of codes are also possible [6]. If the assumption that an infinitely long interleaver
is available—i.e. the fade correlation time is negligible—a (n, k) RS code is capable of correcting t = b(n − k)/2c








P is(1− Ps)n−i, (20)
where Ps = 1− (1− Pb)m is the symbol error-rate, m = log2(n− 1) and Pb is the BER—averaged over the turbulent
channel—given by (19). Moreover, the BER lower bound for the RS code is Pblow = Pwt/(nm).
In the following a (255, 239) RS code will be used to estimate the effects of using an IRT-FEC, when transmitting
OOK modulated data in the OGEOFL.
4.4 Scenarios
In this section link budget calculations are presented for the uplink direction to assess the viability of the implemen-
tation of GEO feeder links based on optical technology. For the calculations some scenarios parameters need to be
defined. The IRT turbulence is modeled with the C2n profile given in (2), with A = 1.7 × 10−14m−2/3, and a 3 dB
cloud margin for thin cirrus clouds is assumed [55]. Also, the scintillation index loss calculation is done for a 99.99 %
availability.
On the GEO satellite, it is assumed that the spacecraft is located at 9 ◦E, a 25 cm receiving telescope with an
optical filter of 0.8 nm—i.e. corresponding to a DWDM grid of 100 GHz—is present. The receiver optical chain has an
30 dB EDFA pre-amplifier, with 4 dB noise figure. The photodetector is a PIN diode of 20 GHz electrical bandwidth,
0.75 A/W responsivity, and NEP = 2.5 pW/
√
Hz.
For the OGS two locations are selected. Firstly, the ESA OGS in Tenerife is the natural selection for a site to
serve in a first OGEOFL demo, which is located at approximately at 2300 m above m.s.l., and secondly, Madrid at
667 m above m.s.l. as it is a potential site for deployment of a future OGS network, thanks to its proximity to the
fiber optics European backbone [9].
Table 1 presents all the link budget calculations for the two different OGS locations selected, for the AT and
DT transmission schemes options, and it is divided in six sections each presenting different information. In the first
section the OGS transmitter power is shown, along with the transmitter telescope diameter and divergence. Here, the
optimum aperture size to minimize the link loss is always used for each scenario. The second section of the table gives
the value of the various atmospheric parameters that play a role in the link budget calculation. Also, the Greenwood
frequency is given so the link designer can estimate the size of interleaver if IRT-FEC is to be implemented. The
size of the interleaver depends on the mean correlation time of the atmospheric channel, which is the inverse of the
Greenwood frequency. The third section of the table shows the actual link budget calculations. The next section
presents the results for the AT option, where the SNR is measured at the output of the receiver chain of the GEO
satellite. The last two section in Table 1 correspond to the performance of the DT option, where the power needed to
reach a BER ≤ 10−9, is shown, assuming OOK modulation. Additionally, three DVB signals are considered for each
transmission in each location, which go from lower to higher bandwidths. A lower bandwidth signal, with 35 MHz
(Signal A), is chosen because is a typical example of current DVB-S2 signals [12]. Moreover, two signal of 225 MHz
(Signal B) and 450 MHz (Signal C) are chosen as they can make use the new capabilities of DVB-S2X to handle higher
data rate signals. All considered signals are assumed to have a 5 % roll-off factor [12].
In order to accommodate the RF waveforms on the optical carrier, a certain dynamic range of the laser source in
terms of peak-to-average optical power is required. In the AT option, the optical dynamic range should be half the
number in decibels of the peak-to-average-power ratio (PAPR) of the pulse-shaped DVB-S2X modulation formats due
to the assumption that the RF power is proportional to the square of the optical power. However, since the PAPR of
high order modulation, e.g. up to 256-APSK, with pulse shaping is considerable and expected to be far greater than
the dynamic range of practical laser sources, distortions similar to the ones in the high-power amplifier (HPA) onboard
will be present, which can only be avoided by the use of a large power back-off and penalty in the power efficiency.
































































































































































































































































] SNR=30.63 dB | Bs=36MHz | Tenerife
SNR=22.68 dB  | Bs=225MHz | Tenerife
SNR=19.67 dB  | Bs=450MHz | Tenerife
SNR=25.08 dB  | Bs=36MHz | Madrid
SNR=17.12 dB | Bs=225MHz | Madrid
SNR=14.12 | Bs=450MHz | Madrid
Target C/N (AWGN channel)
Figure 8: (Color online) Target symbol SNR (circles) for different DVB-S2X MODCODs [12], and available SNR for
two different locations, namely (blue lines) Tenerife and (yellow lines) Madrid. The DVB signals analyzed correspond
to those in Table 1, with bandwidths 35 MHz (solid line), 225 MHz (dashed lines) and 450 MHz (dotted lines).
be twice of the average power requirements shown in the two last sections of Table 1. Keeping the former in mind,
and that current high power optical amplifiers technology can offer up to about 50 W at 1550 nm, and possibly in the
mid-term future booster amplifier might reach the 100 W, some scenarios in Table 1 cannot meet the link budget for
the required transmitter power with realistic values, and thus they appear with an em-dash.
In order to further analyze the results presented in Table 1, the available SNR in the AT option is compared against
the target symbol SNR for a rather large set of MODCODs, supported by the DVB-S2X standard [12]. Figure 8 shows
the required symbol SNR for several modulation order, ranging from QPSK to 256-APSK, and various code rates.
The available SNR, in the AT option, for all the scenarios studied are shown a horizontal lines, indicating that all
the MODCODs that are below any of such lines can be reliable transmitted for the corresponding scenario. Starting
with the location Tenerife, using a fixed Tx power level, it is readily seen that for Signal A the link budget for all
MODCODs can be closed, while for Signal B and C MODCODs up to 128-APSK and 64-APSK work, respectively.
On the other hand, for location Madrid all three signals can be reliably transmitted for MODCODs up to 32-APSK,
while Signal B and C only supports MODCODs up to 32 and 16-APSK, respectively.
Note that for DT option, if the BER target is met, all MODCODs are expected to work, as the recovery of the
original sampled waveform is then going to be only limited by the SDR—that in this example is 37 dB, for 6 bits
per dimension, which is considered to be enough for reliable transmission of the DVB-S2X signal. Moreover, the RS
code used in this section, for the calculations of the DT option, is generally not the optimal FEC code for counter
attacking the adverse effect of the IRT-turbulence. More optimal codes could be applied to improved the protection
against burst errors due to long fade event in the atmospheric channel, and relax the power requirements to allow for
more locations and atmospheric conditions to be suitable for deployment of OGS in OGEOFL [6].
5 Conclusions
This work presented an introduction to optical GEO feeder link technology. Starting from the motivation for future
high-throughput satellite systems, and the payload characteristics in the mid-term future. Moreover, a framework is
given covering the characteristics and implications of transmitting a data-carrying optical signal through the turbulent
atmospheric channel in the uplink direction. In addition, a methodology to calculate the link budget for ground-to-
GEO satellite links has been presented. Although this work is focused on the uplink channel, the downlink channel
has also been addressed for completeness.
Additionally, a number of techniques to encapsulate a DVB-S2X RF signal over an optical carrier were presented.
The most promising techniques, for mid-term implementation, are the analog and digital transparent options. The
AT scheme is the more attractive in terms of satellite transparency and minimum impact on satellite complexity.
Although the DT option imposes an increase in satellite complexity due to the need of onboard digital processing
capabilities, it presents an attractive alternative thanks to the possibility of protecting the transmitted data with FEC
codes efficiently designed to mitigate the adverse effects of IRT-induced fading.
An analysis was conducted in Section 4.4 for two locations and three signal data rates—with bandwidths 36 MHz
(Signal A), 225 MHz (Signal B) and 450 MHz (Signal C).When the OGS is deployed in locations with excellent optical
properties, as mountaintops like the ESA OGS at Tenerife, the AT option presents itself as feasible for all DVB-S2X
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MODCODs while demanding relatively low Tx power levels. For OGS sites in mid-altitude locations, such as Madrid,
the AT scheme requires at least four times more Tx power to support all MODCODs—i.e. a 6 dB penalty. In terms
of Tx optical power requirements, the lowest data rate signal needs an average of 20 W, which should be feasible with
current EDFA amplifiers. On the other hand, the largest bandwidth signals—i.e. Signal B and Signal C—can support
modulation orders up to 16-APSK with the same Tx power. One important aspect for the AT option is the fact
that the laser source needs to be able to handle the PAPR requirements, for the transmitted RF modulation format
and order. Such analysis—which is outside the scope of this work—is crucial to identify any link degradation due
to nonlinearities introduced by the high power optical amplifier, in order to have a complete assessment of the link
budget for feeder uplink channel in the AT option.
In the digital transparent option, on the other hand, it is assumed that if the target of BER ≤ 10−9 is met all
DVB-S2X MODCODs can be reliably transmitted. It can readily be seen, from Table 1, that for location Tenerife
the DT+FEC option can always close the link budget at relatively low Tx power levels, for all three different signals
assessed. Moreover, as the PAPR in the DT scheme with OOK modulation is only a factor two, the requirements of
average transmitter power can be easily met with current optical amplifiers. For location Madrid, the link budget for
Signal A can also be closed. Signal B with the DT+FEC option might me feasible with future EDFAs that could offer
reliable operation at a higher output saturated power regime—as it would need about 76 W peak power to close the
link budget. Furthermore, even Signal C could be enable if more efficient IRT-FEC are implemented, as the RC code
used in this work has not been optimized.
Finally, as the main application of OGEOFL is to enable the implementation of Tbit/s throughput satellites, it
is readily seen that it would be required the multiplexing of hundreds of optical carriers to reach that goal. Taking
into account the analysis carried out here, the successful implementation of optical GEO feeder links would very likely
require the development of optical multiplexers based on refractive optics technology, in order to handle the high
aggregate optical power in a future DWDM system reaching Tbit/s capacities.
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Table 1: Link budget, in the uplink direction, for AT and DT options, for OGS locations Tenerife (2300 m altitude)
and Madrid (667 m altitude). The GEO satellite is assumed to be located at 9 ◦E. Transmitted power always refers
to average power. Three signal bandwidths are considered: 36 MHz (Signal A), 225 MHz (Signal B) and 450 MHz
(Signal C).
Tenerife Madrid
Parameter Signal A Signal B Signal C Signal A Signal B Signal C
Tx aperture diameter [cm] 24.60 24.60 24.60 10.02 10.02 10.02
Tx divergence [µrad] 5.67 5.67 5.67 13.93 13.93 13.93
Link distance [km] 37506.69 37506.69 37506.69 37879.70 37879.70 37879.70
Elevation angle [◦] 46.70 46.70 46.70 41.50 41.50 41.50
Fried parameter [cm] 57.14 57.14 57.14 23.87 23.87 23.87
Angular beam wander [µrad] 2.43 2.43 2.43 5.84 5.84 5.84
Greenwood frequency [Hz] 15.40 15.40 15.40 21.99 21.99 21.99
Scintillation index 0.0103 0.0103 0.0103 0.0546 0.0546 0.0546
Tx antenna gain [dB] 113.06 113.06 113.06 105.26 105.26 105.26
Tx optical loss [dB] -3.01 -3.01 -3.01 -3.01 -3.01 -3.01
Free-space loss [dB] -289.66 -289.66 -289.66 -289.75 -289.75 -289.75
Atmospheric attenuation [dB] -0.14 -0.14 -0.14 -0.33 -0.33 -0.33
Cloud margin [dB] -3.00 -3.00 -3.00 -3.00 -3.00 -3.00
Strehl ratio loss [dB] -1.14 -1.14 -1.14 -1.10 -1.10 -1.10
Beam wander loss [dB] -5.20 -5.20 -5.20 -4.98 -4.98 -4.98
Scintillation margin [dB] -2.28 -2.28 -2.28 -4.44 -4.44 -4.44
Rx antenna gain [dB] 114.10 114.10 114.10 114.10 114.10 114.10
Rx optical loss [dB] -3.01 -3.01 -3.01 -3.01 -3.01 -3.01
Fiber coupling loss [dB] -0.89 -0.89 -0.89 -0.89 -0.89 -0.89
Total loss [dB] -81.17 -81.17 -81.17 -91.15 -91.15 -91.15
Tx power for AT option [W] 5.00 5.00 5.00 20.00 20.00 20.00
Total Rx power [dBm] -44.17 -44.17 -44.17 -48.14 -48.14 -48.14
Total Background power [dBm] -103.54 -103.54 -103.54 -103.84 -103.84 -103.84
SNR (AT option) [dB] 30.63 22.68 19.67 25.0 17.12 14.12
Tx power for DT option [W] 2.50 9.00 15.00 25.00 — —
SNR for OOK (DT option) [dB] 16.05 16.05 16.00 16.07 — —
BER (DT option) 1.10E-10 1.10E-10 2.14E-10 9.72E-11 — —
Tx power for DT+FEC option [W] 1.20 3.80 6.50 12.00 38.00 —
SNR for OOK (DT+FEC option) [dB] 10.91 10.85 11.12 10.93 10.87 —
BER (DT+FEC option) 1.52E-10 2.90E-10 1.64E-10 1.08E-10 2.15E-10 —
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